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Yale Rudd Center joins the Institution for Social Policy Studies  
 

New Haven, Conn. — The Yale Rudd Center for Food Policy and Obesity will become part of 

the university’s Institution for Social and Policy Studies (ISPS), Yale’s premier center for the 

study and shaping of public policy and training of future policy leaders, it was announced. The 

Rudd Center is a distinguished program that researches and provides high-level guidance for 

obesity- and food-related policy.  

 

Recently ranked as one of the most effective among all U.S. nonprofits working on nutrition 

policy, the Rudd Center joins ISPS as a specialized study center. Working with ISPS, it will 

continue its mission of improving the world’s diet, preventing obesity, and reducing weight 

stigma by establishing creative connections between biological and social science and public 

policy.  

 

“We are delighted to join ISPS and the community of social science and policy researchers at 

Yale,” says Marlene Schwartz, Rudd Center director. “This move reflects the Rudd Center's 

commitment to increasing our longstanding collaboration with faculty and students from other 

departments and schools at Yale.”   

 

“The Rudd Center has shown how high-quality research and creative thinking can be married to 

thoughtful commentary on public policy,” says Jacob Hacker, director of ISPS and professor of 

political science. “We expect to learn from them as much as they learn from us as we move 

forward together.” 

 

The ISPS network at Yale includes a large roster of top scholars and students from social science 

departments, as well as from law, medicine, environmental studies, public health, and 

management. It is home to three other specialized study centers: the Center for the Study of 

American Politics, ISPS Health at Yale, and the Interdisciplinary Center for Bioethics. The Rudd 

Center will now become a partner not just with ISPS but also with these centers as they seek to 

expand their work on some of the most pressing health issues of our day. 
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